Directions For Use
Place InVite Fruit Fly Lure in thick (1/4”) lines on ‘fold-up’ glueboards or in other traps to attract fruit, phorid and drain flies. (For use in hanging cup or bottle style traps, or in ILTs, InVite Liquid Lure will be more effective than this product). More or less can be used depending upon the size of the glueboard or duration desired. A 0.4 g placement, which is about 1/2” long, will last up to 30 days. Product will become less effective as it dries. To create a killing station, place InVite Fruit Fly Lure on the D-Sect glueboard and wipe or lightly spray the D-Sect Station surfaces with a micro-encapsulated residual insecticide.

Storage and Disposal
Store out of reach of children. For best results, store at or below room temperature but do not freeze. Traps and used material may be disposed of on site.

Precautions
Keep out of reach of children. Avoid ingestion or prolonged skin contact. Wash hands after use. If in eyes, rinse thoroughly with water and contact a physician if any persistent irritation results.
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